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ĐỀ CƯƠNG ÔN TẬP KIỂM TRA HỌC KÌ I MÔN TIẾNG ANH LỚP 12 

NĂM HỌC 2019-2020 
 

UNIT 1 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 
the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1 : A. cooks   B. loves      C. joins         D. spends 
Question 2:  A. booked           B. missed         C. described                   D. pronounced  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other three in 
the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. promise       B. decide   C. maintain         D. attract 

Question 4: A. important  B. mischievous C. supportive   D. exciting 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction  in 
each of the following questions. 
Question 5: My mother gets up usually early to prepare breakfast for the whole family. 
                                                 A                          B                           C           D 
Question 6: Teenagers should talk to their parents before doing an decision  

                        A                   B        C                               D 
Question 7: Hoa’s parents didn’t allow her going to the cinema with her friends yesterday. 

                  A                   B                        C                               D 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 
Question 8: _______ the eldest child, he works hard to help his parents support the family. 
A. Be              B. Is            C. To be          D. Being 
 Question 9: With greatly increased workloads, everyone is _______ pressure now. 
A. under                 B. above                    C. upon                 D. out of 
Question 10:  We are not allowed _______ jeans at school. 
A. wear                  B. to wear                   C. wearing                D. worn 
Question11: Last night at this time, they _______ the same thing. She _______ and he_______ the Newspaper. 
A. are doing / is cooking / is reading                           B. were doing / was cooking / was reading 
C. was doing / has cooked / is reading                       D. had done / was cooking /read 
Question 12: When I _______ home last night, I _______ that Jane _______ a beautiful candlelight dinner. 
A.had arrived / discovered / prepared                       B.was arriving / had discovered / was preparing 
C.have arrived / was discovering / had prepared      D. arrived / discovered / was preparing 
Question13: Do you think doing the household chores is the__________of the women only? 
A. responsibly B. responsible C. responsibility D. responsive 
Question 14 : He has been very interested in doing research on _______ since he was at high school. 

A. biology B. biological C. biologist D. biologically 

Question 15: 14.Peter tried his best and passed the driving test at the first _______.  
A. try   B. attempt   C. doing   D. aim 
Question 16: What are the _______ of that country? - I think it is some kinds of cheese and sauces.  
A. drinks B. beverages   C. grains   D. special dishes  
Question 17: It’s not my_______ to tell you how to run your life, but I think you should settle down and have a 
family. 
A. work              B. chore             C. job           D. career 
Question 18: Most doctors and nurses have to work on a _______ once or twice a week at the hospital. 
A. solution         B. night shift         C. household chores          D. special dishes 
Question 19: One of the problems of old age is that your memory can start to ______ tricks on you. 
A. create   B. make   C. take   D. play 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each 
of the following exchanges. 
Question 20: - Anna: “____________________”  

           - Bob: “I’m glad you enjoyed it. Hope to see you again soon.”  
A. That’s a great dinner. Thanks a lot. You’ll have to come to our place sometime.  
B. My uncle is coming soon. Would you like to come to our dinner?  
C. I highly appreciate for the houses you’ve rebuilt for our village.  
D. I don’t mind going to the party sometimes but when I know everybody there then I enjoy it.  
Question 21 :  Ann and Peter are talking about housework. 

- Ann: “I think children should be paid for doing the housework.” 

- Peter: “________. It’s their duty in the family.” 
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A. You’re exactly right B. That’s what 1 think 
C. There’s no doubt about it D. I don’t think so 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 22: Question 11: We are a very close- knit family. 
A. need each other  B. are close to each other  
C. have very close relationship with each other D. are polite to each other 
Question 23: She got up late and rushed to the bus stop. 
A. came into      B. went leisurely                    C. went quickly         D. dropped by 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 24: Children brought up in a caring environment tend to grow more sympathetic towards others. 
A. loving B. dishonest C. healthy D hateful 
Question 25: Today students are under a lot of pressure due to high expectations from their parents and teachers. 
A. nervousness B. emotion C.stress D. relaxation 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each 
of the following questions. 
Question 26: I haven’t met my grandparents for five years. 
A. I last met my grandparents five years ago.            B. I have met my grandparents for five years. 
C. I often met my grandparents five years ago.         D. I didn’t meet my grandparents five years ago. 
Question 27: My friend told me, "If I were you, I would not cut class so often." 
A. My friend prohibited me from cutting class so often. 
B. My friend advised me not to cut class so often. 
C. My friend suggested not cutting class so often. 
D. My friend warned me against cutting class so often. 
Question 28: Of all the soups I have ever eaten, his eel soup is the best. 

 
A. His eel soup is better than any other soups I have ever eaten 

 
B. His eel soup is the worst of all soups I have eaten 
C. His eel soup is good but I have ever eaten many others better 
D. His eel soup is relatively good 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 
sentences in the following sentences. 
Question 29:  Mike didn’t follow his parents’ advice on choosing his career. He regrets it now.  
A. Mike regrets having followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career.  
B. If Mike followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career, he would regret it.  
C. If only Mike followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career 
D. Mike wishes he had followed his parents’ advice on choosing his career. 
Question 30:    He badly suffered cyberbullying himself. He realised the true dangers of social media only then. 
A. Only when he had realised the true dangers of social media did he badly suffer cyberbullying himself. 
B. Such was his suffering of cyberbullying that he didn’t realise the true dangers of social media. 
C. But for his terrible suffering of cyberbullying, he wouldn’t realise the true dangers of social media. 
D. Not until he had badly suffered cyberbullying himself did he realise the true dangers of social media. 
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35. 

In the past, it was common for three or more (31) ______to live together in the same roof. Nowadays most 
elderly people live (32) _______their own. They generally stay in contact with their children or grandchildren but 
might live in the different part of the country. People also live longer, often 20 years after they have (33) ______ 
from their job. Modern American culture tends to value youth rather than age. This create an interesting challenge 
for older people and for the country.  
American families also have troubles. They are the divorce rate, the fact that working mothers might have (34) 
______ time with their children, and the problems that parents and children sometimes misunderstand each other. 
(35)_______, family is still at the center of most people‟s lives.  
Question 31: A. generations  B. classes   C. nations   D. peoples  
Question 32: A. at    B. by    C. with   D. on  
Question 33: A. stopped   B. saved   C. retired   D. given up  
Question 34: A. much   B. a few   C. less   D. fewer  
Question 35: A. However  B. Otherwise   C. Therefore   D. Although  
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
answer to each of the questions from 36 to 40. 
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         The nuclear family, consisting of a mother, father, and their children, may be more an American ideal than an 
American reality. Of course, the so-called traditional American family was always more varied than we had been led 
to believe, reflecting the very different racial, ethnic, class, and religious customs among American groups. 
         The most recent government statistics reveal that only about one third of all current American families fit the 
traditional mold and another third consists of married couples who either have no children or have none still living at 
home. Of the final one, about 20 percent of the total number of American households are single people, usually 
women over sixty-five years old. A small percentage, about 3 percent of the total, consists of unmarried people who 
choose to live together, and the rest, about 7 percent, are single, usually divorced parents, with at least one child. 
Today, these varied family types are typical, and therefore, normal. Apparently, many Americans are achieving 
supportive relationships in family forms other than the traditional one. 
36. With what topic is the passage mainly concerned? 

  A.  The traditional American family. B.   The nuclear family. 
  C.   The current American family. D.   The ideal family 

37. The author implies that 
   A.  there have always been a wider variety of family arrangements in the United States. 

B. racial, ethnic, and religious groups have presented the traditional family structure. 
C. the ideal American family in the best structure. 
D. fewer married couples are having children. 

38. The word “current” in the first sentence of paragraph 2 could be best replaced by which of the following? 
   A.   typical B.   present C.   perfect D.  traditional 
39. According to the passage, married couples whose children have grown or who have no children represent 

A. 33 percent of households. B.  20 percent of households. 
C. 7 percent of households. D.  3 percent of households. 

40. Who generally constitutes a one-person household? 
 A . A single man in his twenties. B.  A elderly man. 
  C.  A single woman in her late sixties. D.  A divorced woman. 
 
 

---- THE END---- 
 

UNIT 2 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1: A. bride B. fridge  C. bridge  D. driven 
Question 2: A. appeared   B. agreed   C. coughed   D. loved 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word which differs from the other three in the position of 
primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. maintain          B. determine C. attitude D. hotel 
Question 4: A. method B. knowledge C. behave D. programme 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction  in each of the following 
questions. 
Question 5: While (A) preparing for your (B)wedding, (C)keeping in mind that this is just the first step in your future 
lives of love (D)together. 
Question 6: (A)It is important to note that such a happy marriage does not come about 
(B)by accident, but it (C)has taken years of dedicated work to bring this kind of relationship (D)into existence. 
Question 7: The children (A) in the family (B) are allowed (C) go out when they  
(D) have finished their homework. 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Question 8: London is home to people of many _______ cultures. 
A. diverse      B. diversity  C. diversify  D. diversification 
Question 9: John cannot make a _______ to get married to Mary or stay single until he can afford a house and a 
car.  
A. decide      B. decision  C. decisive  D. decisively 
Question 10: My mother used to be a woman of great _______, but now she gets old and looks pale. 
A. beauty     B. intelligence C. sacrifice D. responsibility  
Question 11: All parents are _______ to at least try to behave in ways that will give their own children an important 
protection 
A. decided     B. supposed  C. followed  D. rejected 
Question 12:  The number of the participants in the survey _______ 250 students from Oxford University. 
A. are     B. was  C. were  D. have been 
Question 13:  The grass was yellow because it _______ all summer. 
A. does not rain               B. has not rained             C. had not rained             D. would not rain 
Question 14:  _______ Tom Cruise's last movie? Yes, I _______ it three days ago. 
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A. Have you ever seen / saw  B. Did you ever see / have seen 
C. Had you ever seen / would see  D. Will you ever see / saw 
Question 15: In the past, people _______ to the beach more often. 
A. have gone                 B. used to go          C. were going                     D. had gone 
Question 16: Many young people have objected  _______ contractual marriage. 
A. to               B. with           C. in         D. for 
Question 17: The young are more concerned _______physical attractiveness than elderly people.  
A. on   B. with   C. for   D. in 
Question 18: Many old-aged parents want to _______ independent lives, so they choose to live in nursing homes. 
 A. have  B. try   C. lead   D. spend 
Question 19: A survey was _______ to determine the young people’s attitudes toward love and marriage. 
 A. taken  B. conducted  C. set   D. carried 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 
Question  20: A.: “_______________.”                  B: “I'm in teaching.”      
 A. What do you do for a living?  B. What do you earn for a living? 
 C. How do you live?   D. What are you working? 
Question 21: Joe:   Do you think that romantic marriage will bring happiness to the couple ? 
                     Alan: _______________ 
 A. Yes. Definitely B. Well, I get it.              C. I hope not. D. It’s ok. 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 22: Mr. Pike held his wife's hands and talked urgently to her in a low voice, but there didn't seem to be 
any response.  

A. feeling    B. emotion   C. reply    D. effect 
Question 23: Professor Berg was very interested in the diversity of cultures all over the world. 

A. variety    B. changes   C. conservation              D. number  
Circle the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 24: You are not obliged to say anything unless you wish to do so. 

A. willing  B. reluctant   C. equal    D. attracted 
Question 25: The project encountered the local people’s opposition. 
 A. disagreement B. agreement C. approval D. objection 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following 
questions. 
Question 26: This is the first time I’ve attended such an enjoyable wedding party. 
A. The first wedding party I attended was enjoyable. 
B. I had the first enjoyable wedding party. 
C. My attendance at the first wedding party was enjoyable. 
D. I have never attended such an enjoyable wedding party before. 
Question 27: It is not until a Vietnamese girl getting 18 years old that she is allowed to get married legally. 
A. A Vietnamese girl is not allowed to get married legally only when she gets 18 years old. 
B. A Vietnamese girl is allowed to get married legally only after she gets 18 years old. 
C. They never allow a Vietnamese girl to get married legally when she is 18 years old. 
D. The legal allowance for a Vietnamese girl to get married will be issued in 18 years. 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that can be made from the cues given in the following 
question. 
Question 28: Asian women sacrifice more in a marriage than men. 
A. Asian men sacrifice less in a marriage than women.   
B. Asian women sacrifice more than in a marriage compared with men.  
C. Asian men sacrifice less than in a marriage compared with women. 
D. Asian women sacrifice less in a marriage than men. 
 
Circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the 
following sentences. 
Question 29: The boy went to the stadium. Then, he stopped by the book shop for some pens. 
 A. The boy had gone to the stadium before he stopped by the book shop for some pens. 
 B. The boy had gone to the stadium by the time he stopped by the book shop for some pens. 
 C. The boy had gone to the stadium after he stopped by the book shop for some pens. 
    D. The boy stopped by the book shop for some pens before he went to the stadium. 
Question 30: We had overslept. We missed the train. 
 A. Having overslept so we missed the train. 
 B. Though we had overslept, we wouldn't miss the train. 
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 C. Overslept, we missed the train.  
    D. Having overslept, we missed the train. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35.  

Romance is the opportunity to show your loved one (31) ______ special he/she is to you. It means taking the 
time for them, and sharing time together, even (32) ______ you are very busy. It does not mean thinking only about 
yourself, or having only your needs met. It means putting your spouse first. Here are some ideas to spice up your 
romance: 
   1. Do small acts of kindness, such as give him/her flowers, or a little gift, or write a poem, etc. 

2. Say "Thank you" and "I Love You" often. 
 3. Be considerate (33) ______ his/her feelings and sorrows. 

   4. Take long walks together - anywhere.  
   5. Share jokes at mealtime. (34) _____ is a great way to share one's love. 
   6. Visit a museum, visit community festivals, tour a new site, or attend a party together. 
   7. Hug and kiss often. 

If your spouse does not do things for you, then show him/her by gently  (35) ______ out what you like. If you 
like flowers for your birthday and you have not gotten flowers, then let him/her know, particularly, when he/she asks 
you what you would like. Do not think they can read your mind. 
Question 31: A. how    B. what   C. which   D. that 
Question 32: A. as    B. if    C. when   D. but 
Question 33: A. on    B. with   C. up    D. of 
Question 34: A. Laugh   B. Laughter   C. Laughable   D. Laughably 
Question 35: A. pointing   B. making   C. carrying   D. giving 
 
Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 
questions from 36 to 40. 

    Traditions, saying, beliefs, language, and values are just a few things that make up our culture. Culture is the 
framework in which families are structured. It shapes our expectations and ideals. Culture plays a part in the 
meaning of marriage and our roles as husbands, wives, children and parents.  

Understanding cultural differences and similarities related to marriage is important. Culture affects the roles 
that spouses take within marriages, the age at marriage and number of children a couple have, the meaning of 
divorce, cohabitation and non-marital childbearing, and the way parents raise children. Understanding how 
relationships and marriages vary across cultural contexts, and how they are similar, we will be able to identify the 
unique ways that marriages and family life affect people of various cultures. As a result, we will be able to help 
families and sustain happy marriages. 

A cross cultural marriage or similar love relationship can be extremely exciting. The cultural background, visits 
to the other country, the language of the country and learning to speak it, the different habits and ways of doing and 
saying things that people from other cultures have, are. all very exciting indeed. What of the disadvantages of a 
cross cultural marriage or love relationship with someone from another country or cultural background? No matter 
how much you love your husband or wife, no matter how high your level of cross cultural awareness, cross cultural 
communication and respect for differences. Misunderstanding seems to be unavoidable. 
Question 36: The passage is about _________. 

A. the effects of cultures on love and marriage  B. the definition of culture 
C. the role of spouses in the family    D. cultural differences 

Question 37: The word It refers to _________. 
A. culture   B. family    C. framework  D. structure 

Question 38: According to the writer, cross-cultural marriage _________. 
A. does not have advantages  
B. does not have disadvantages 
C. have both advantages and disadvantages  
D. does not exist through time 

Question 39: According to the passage, which of the following is not affected by culture? 
A. The age to get married     B. Child-raising 
C. How much spouses love each other     D. The roles of spouses 

Question 40: In cross-cultural marriage, _______ may happen. 
A. divorce    B. quarrel   C. misunderstanding   D. separation 

 
UNIT 3 

                                                                                
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other 
three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1: A. missed B. worked C. realized D. watched 
Question 2: A. slightly B. polite C. excite D. signal  
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which differs from the other three in the 
position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. departure B. argument C. counterpart D. compliment 
Question 4: A. wonder B. install C. decent D. verbal 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction  in each of 
the following questions. 
Question 5: The teacher (A) told his students (B) whether they know how (C) to behave and remarked that    
  there(D) must be no talking in lesson. 
Question 6: (A) The director (B) has not decided (C) how to deal with the new problems (D) already. 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Question7: " Would you like to go to the pop concert" " Thanks, but I ........... it already." 
 A. had seen  B. have been seeing C. have seen D. saw 
Question 8:  An article in the newspaper .............. my attention. 
 A. attracted  B. get C. catch D. draw 
Question 9: " How are you feeling?" " I've been feeling better since ............." 
 A. the doctor had come B. the doctor will come C. the doctor has come  D. the doctor came 
Question 10: It's rude to point  .............. someone. 
    A. on B. out C. up D. at 
Question 11: It's OK to use  ............ language if you are speaking to a friend. 
 A. verbal B. informal C. formal           D. non-verbal 
 Question 12: The little girl asked what ............. to her friend. 
 A. has happened B. happened C. had happened D. had been happened 
Question 13: Why did you object .................. the scheme for building a kindergarten in our neighbourhood? 
 A. on B. to C. for D. about 
Question 14: Nobody knows .................. until last week. 
 A. why the meeting postponed  B. why the meeting was postponed 
 C. why was the meeting postponed D. why did the meeting postponed 
Question 15: Although I spoke to him many time. He never paid any .............. to what I said. 

A. notice B. care C. mind D. attention 
Question 16: They said that they had come back .............. 
 A. the following day B. the next day C. the day after tomorrow  D. the previous day 
Question 17: Gestures such as waving and handshaking are .............. forms of communication. 
 A. direct B. non-verbal C. regular D. verbal 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the 
following exchanges. 
Question  18: A: " Your parents must be proud of your result at school." 
                    B: " ............... ."  
 A. Sorry to hear that    B. I am glad you like it.     C. Thanks. It's certainly encouraging. D. Of course  D. I don't agree 
Question 19:  A. How well you are playing, Peter!    Peter: ................... 
 A. Say it again. I like to hear your words. B. Thank you too much.  
 C. I think so. I'm proud of myself. D. Many thanks. That's a nice compliment. 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 
word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 20: More than 65% non-verbal forms of communication are used in daily life.. 
 A. verbal B. speech C. wordless      D. signal 
Question 21: In some situations , big non-verbal cues are appropriate. 
  A. right B. inappropriate C. proper D. suitable 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 
word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 22:We can raise our hands slightly to show that we need assistance. 
 A. help B. approval C. favour D. agreement 
Question 23: Pointing at someone is rude. 
 A. impolite B. polite C. unrude D. acceptable 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the 
following questions. 
Question 24: '' You'd better apologise for being so rude," said my friend. 
 A. My friend advised me to apologise for being so rude.     
  B. My friend offered me to apologise for  being so rude.      
 C. My friend warned me to apologise for being so rude.      
 D. My friend suggested me apologising for being so rude.      
 Question 25: " How difficult the final test is!" the student said. 
 A. The  student asked how the final test was difficult.                               
    B. The student exclaimed that the final text was so difficult.  
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 C. The student wonder if it was a difficult test. 
    D. The student said that how difficult the final test was.  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 
sentences in the following sentences. 
Question 26: You have done me a favour. I really thank you for it. 
 A. I really thank you for a favour.                          
    B. I really thank you for having done me a favour. 
 C. I really thank you for having been done me a favour.     
    D. I have really done a favour to you. 
Question 27: Henry never goes to bed. He has finished all his homework. 
 A. Henry never goes to bed after he has finished all his homework. 
 B. Henry never goes to bed before he has finished all his homework. 
 C. Henry never goes to bed by the time he has finished all his homework. 
    D. Henry never goes to bed since he has finished all his homework. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct word or 
phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 28 to 32. 
Years ago there were many social rules and etiquette procedures involving introductions. 
Some formal introductions between two people were (28)............ by words by the third party. A person 
had to be very careful to weigh the importance of social class or status, age, and gender when deciding which 
person should be presented or introduced to the other person first. (29).................., times have changed, and most 
of the social rules about introducing older people toyounger ones, women to men, and those in higher positions to 
those in lower positions havechanged, too. Many people now feel much more (30) .................. about making 
introductions. 
In most situations, handshaking is optional, but these days it is more often done than not, especially in formal social 
or business settings. It's very common for one person (or both) to (31).............. a hand when meeting someone. If 
you are in this situation, and you are offered a hand to shake, you should grasp it firmly and shake it briefly. People 
often tend to make some (32)................ about someone according  to their handshakes, so make sure yours is not  
too weak, not too hard, and not too long-lasting. It should be firm and brief. 
Question 28. A. made  B. done  C. taken  D. served 
Question 29. A. Therefore  B. Furthermore C. However  D. In addition 
Question 30. A. anxious  B. relaxed  C. nervous  D. comfortable 
Question 31 A. spread  B. reach  C. touch  D. extend 
Question 32 A. judgments  B. arguments  C. introductions D. remarks 
 Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the questions from 33 to 37. 
 Nonverbal communication expresses meaning or feeling without words. Universal emotions, such as happiness, 
fear, sadness, are expressed in a similar nonverbal way throughout the world. There are, however, nonverbal 
differences across cultures that may be a source of confusion for foreigners. Let's look at the way people express 
sadness. In many cultures, such as the Arab and Iranian cultures, people express grief openly. They mourn out 
loud, while people from other cultures (e.g., China and Japan) are more subdued. In Asian cultures, the general 
belief is that is is unacceptable to show emotion openly (whether sadness, happiness, or 
 Let's take another example of how cultures differ in their nonverbal expression of emotion. Feelings of friendship 
exist everywhere in the world, but their expression varies. It is acceptable in some countries for men to embrace 
and for women to hold hands; in other countries, these displays of affection are discouraged or prohibited. 
 As with nonverbal communication, what is considered usual or polite behavior in one culture may be seen as 
unusual or impolite in another. One culture may determine that snapping fingers to call a waiter is appropriate, 
whereas another may consider this gesture rude. We are often not aware of how gestures, facial expressions, eye 
contact, and the use of conversational distance affect communication. To interpret another culture's style of 
communication, it is necessary to study the "silent language" of that culture. 
Question 33: Which of the following is true about non-verbal communication? 
A. It is not for expressing feelings B. It is different across cultures. 
C. It is the same in all countries. D. It is easy for a foreigner to master. 
Question 34: Accordingto the passage , in which country can you openly mourn aloud if you are sad? 
A. Japan .  B. Any Asian country  C. Iran .    D. Vietnam 
Question 35: What can we conclude about non-verbal communication ? 
A. It cannot be used to express emotions in some cultures.  
B. It can be used in the same ways as verbal communication.  
C. It can be used to express grief only.  
D. It can make a foreigner confused.  
Question 36: Which of the following is not true?  
A. The feelings of friendship are expressed differently in different countries. 
B. It is acceptable in some countries for men to embrace.  
C. Women are encouraged to hold a male friend's hands in some countries. 
D. It is acceptable in some countries for women to hold hands. 
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Question 37: What can we learn from the passage? 
A. Polite behaviours are the same in every culture. 
B. We can snap fingers to call a waiter wherever and whenever we like. 
C. We should study non-verbal language of a culture to communicate better.  
D. Facial expressions and eye contact are not often used in common conversations. 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Question 38: Don't ................... a phone call during meals. 
 A. do  B. ring C. make D. call 
Question 39:  People often .................. into a farewell by saying something pleasant and thoughtful. 
 A. lead B. go C. guide D. divide 
Question 40:  I ............... to him from the window but he didn't see me. 
 A. waved B. nodded C. clapped D. pointed 
 

 
UNIT 4  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 
the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1: A. accused  B. closed  C. raised  D. promised 
Question 2: A. college   B. example  C. behave  D. problem 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 
the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. trouble   B. differ  C. worry  D. appear 
Question 4: A. various  B. important  C. popular  D. passionate 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions.   
Question 5: ________, the sky became dark and it started to rain.   
A. Immediately B. All at once  C. At times  D. Occasionally 
Question 6:  _______ in that textile mill? 
A. Do jeans make   B. Are jeans be made C. Jeans are made  D. Are jeans made 
Question 7: I hate _______ personal questions.  
A. to be asking   B. to ask   C. being asked  D. asking 
Question 8: Maria decided.........her education after a gap year. 
A. to continue    B. continuing   C. to continuing   D. continue 
Question 9: It is believed that travelling is a good way to expand our.......of the world. 
A. knowledgeable   B. know   C. knowledge    D. knowledgeably 
Question 10: Parents often advise their children to study hard in the hope that they will......success in the future. 
A. achieve    B. master   C. collect    D. gather 
Question 11. Ted is very good at math - I guess he has a good ______ for numbers. 
A. brain   B. hand   C. leg   D. head 
Question 12. Tommy left high school _______ the age _______ seventeen. 
A. at / of    B. in / for   C. on / with   D. of / in 
Question 13: Reagan _______ an actor years ago. 
A. is said to be   B. was said being C. was said have been  D. is said to have been 
Question 14. In England schooling is compulsory _______ all children from the age of 5 to 16. 
 A. with    B. for    C. to     D. over 
Question 15: If you wish to take photographs you’ll have to have _____________. 
A. a permit  B. an application  C. an allowance  D. an admission  
Question 16: Some candidates failed the oral examination because they didn’t have enough ___________. 
A. confide                B. confident         C. confidential         D. confidence 
Question 17:He graduated with doctorates of ____ and surgery from Florence, gaining the highest honors that year. 
A. medicine   B. medical   C. medicate   D. medication 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 
each of the following questions. 
Question 17: The major goals (A)of primary education is (B) to achieve (C) basic literacy and (D)numeracy among 
all students.  
Question 18: Most parents (A)prefer an education system (B) which (C) offers the children widest (D) study options 
in the  world.  
Question 19:. Higher education is very importance (A) to national economies,(B) and it is also a source of trained 
and educated  (C) personnel for the whole (D)country. 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each 
of the following exchanges. 
Question 20. Mary is talking to a porter in the hotel lobby. 
Porter: “Shall I help you with your suitcase?” - Mary: “_______” 
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A. Not a chance.         B. That's very kind of you C. I can’t agree more.    D. What a pity! 
Question 21. Hoa is asking Hai, who is sitting at a corner of the room, seeming too shy. 
Hoa: “Why aren’t you taking part in our activities? _______”          - Hai: “Yes. I can. Certainly.” 
A. Could you please show me how to get to the nearest post office?    B. Shall I take your hat off? 
C. Can I help you?                                                        D. Can you help me with these decorations? 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 22. My wife was so keen on the picture that she paid through her nose for it. 
A. paid nothing   B. turned a deaf ear   C. was offered      D. paid much more than usual 
Question 23. In order to better understand English, the students incorporated grammar, vocabulary, and  
speaking in their studies. 
A. combined     B. granted     C. scrutinized      D. skipped 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Question 24. In Roman times, a sophisticated technology brought running water into private homes and public 
bathhouses. 
A. experienced     B. simple      C. worldly     D. naive 
 
Question 25. The distinction between schooling and education implied by this remark is very important. 
A. odd       B. implicit     C. obscure      D. explicit 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 
each of the following questions. 
Question 26: Friendly though he may seem, he's not to be trusted. 
 A. However he seems friendly, he's not to be trusted.   
 B. However friendly he seems, he's not to be trusted. 
 C. He is too friendly to be trusted.          
 D. He may have friends, but he is not to be trusted. 
Question 27: Their chances of success are very small. 
 A. It's not very likely that they will succeed. 
 B. There is possibility that they will achieve success. 
 C. They will certainly be very successful. 
 D. They have no chances, so they are not successful. 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of 
sentences in the following questions. 
Question 29. She tried very hard to pass the driving test. She could hardly pass it. 
 A. Although she didn’t try hard to pass the driving test, she could pass it. 
 B. Despite being able to pass the driving test, she didn’t pass it. 
 C. Hard as she tried, she could hardly hard pass the driving test. 
 D. She tried very hard, so she passed the driving test satisfactorily. 
Question 30. We didn’t want to spend a lot of money. We stayed in a cheap hotel. 
 A. Instead of spending a lot of money, we stayed in a cheap hotel. 
 B. In spite of spending a lot of money, we stayed in a cheap hotel. 
 C. We stayed in a cheap hotel, but we had to spend a lot of money. 
 D. We didn’t want to spend a lot of money. We stayed in the cheap hotel. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 31 to 35. 
Children (31)________  appear intelligent and have normal sight and hearing may nevertheless have learning 
disability such as dyslexia, difficulty in reading; dysgraphia, difficulty in writing; dyscalculia, difficulty with numbers;  
and auditory-memory problem that (32)________the child from remembering what has  just been said.  Considered 
an  "invisible" (33)___________, such learning disabilities can be detected by alert parents before the children go to 
school. (34)___________  the child at about thirty months is not developing normal language skills,  something is 
amiss.  A child who cannot do puzzles or put pegs in holes lacks  perceptual-motor  skills.  Kindergarteners should  
(35)____________the ABCs.  First-graders  may commonly reverse their letters, writing a d or a b, but if they are 
still doing this at the start of second grade, they should be tested for learning disabilities. Proper and early treatment 
is essential. 
Question 31:  A. whom    B. who   C. whose        D. they 
Question 32:  A. avoid    B. help   C. encourage     D. prevent 
Question 33:  A. barrier    B. retard   C. disabled      D. handicap 
Question 34:  A. If     B. When   C. Although      D. Because 
Question 35:  A. read    B. remember   C. recognize     D. pronounce 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D  on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 
answer to each of the questions. 
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The system of higher education had its origin in Europe in the Middle Ages, when the first universities were 
established. In modern times, the nature of higher education around the world, to some extent, has been 
determined by the models of influential countries such as France and Germany. 
   Both France and Germany have systems of higher education that are basically administered by state agencies. 
Entrance requirements for students are also similar in both countries. In France, an examination called the 
baccalauréat is given at the end of secondary education. Higher education in France is free and open to all students 
who have passed this baccalauréat. Success in this examination allows students to continue their higher education 
for another three or four years until they have attained the first university degree called a licence in France. 
   Basic differences, however, distinguish these two countries’ systems. French educational districts, called 
académies, are under the direction of a rector, an appointee of the national government who is also in charge of 
universities in each district. The uniformity in curriculum throughout the country leaves each university with little to 
distinguish itself. Hence, many students prefer to go to Paris, where there are better accommodations and more 
cultural amenities for them. Another difference is the existence in France of prestigious higher educational 
institutions known as grandes écoles, which provide advanced professional and technical training. Most of these 
schools are not affiliated with the universities, although they too recruit their students by giving competitive 
examinations to candidates. The grandes écoles provide rigorous training in all branches of applied science and 
technology, and their diplomas have a somewhat higher standing than the ordinary licence. 
   In Germany, the regional universities have autonomy in determining their curriculum under the direction of rectors 
elected from within. Students in Germany change universities according to their interests and the strengths of each 
university. In fact, it is a custom for students to attend two, three, or even four different universities in the course of 
their undergraduate studies, and the majority of professors at a particular university may have taught in four or five 
others. This high degree of mobility means that schemes of study and examination are marked by a freedom and 
individuality unknown in France. 
  France and Germany have greatly influenced higher education systems around the world. The French, either 
through colonial influence or the work of missionaries, introduced many aspects of their system in other countries. 
The German were the first to stress the importance of universities as research facilities, and they also created a 
sense of them as emblems of a national mind. (Source: https://britannicalearn.com) 
Question 36. What does the passage mainly discuss? 
A. The nature of education around the world in modern times 
B. Systems of higher education in France and Germany 
C. The origin of higher education system in Europe 
D. The influence of France and Germany on educational systems of other countries 
Question 37. The word “uniformity” in paragraph 3 is closest in meaning to....... 
A. proximity    B. discrepancy   C. similarity    D. uniqueness 
Question 38. Which of the following about grandes écoles in France is NOT stated in paragraph 3? 
A. Most of them have no connection with universities. 
B. They have a reputation for advanced professional and technical training. 
C. Their degrees are better recognized than those provided by universities. 
D. They offer better accommodations and facilities than universities. 
Question 39. According to the passage, a regional university rector in Germany is elected by....... 
A. the staff of the university     B. the national government officials 
C. the regional government officials    D. the staff of other universities 
Question 40. According to paragraph 4, what makes it possible for students in Germany to attend different 
universities during their undergraduate studies? 
A. The university staff have become far more mobile and occupied. 
B. The university’s training programs offer greater flexibility and freedom of choice. 
C. University tuition fees are kept at an affordable level for all students. 
D. Entry requirements to universities in Germany are made less demanding. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UNIT 5 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
1. A. course   B. courtesy  C. source  D. force 
2. A. choice   B. charge  C. chase  D. chaos 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary 
stress in each of the following questions. 
3. A. average   B. candidate  C. severely  D. applicant 
4. A. insurance  B. reference  C. consider  D. available 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 
questions. 

https://britannicalearn.com/
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5. I'll go ahead (A) and get (B) the tickets if I (C) will have some free time (D) this afternoon. 
6. The student must have her assessment form fill in by the examiner during the oral exam. 
7.  Teenagers should talk to their parents before doing an decision. 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
8. Some children may be very bright, but they are not ______ inclined. 
A. academic   B. academically C. accidental  D. accidentally 
9. Once you are in a really _______ situation, you’ll find out what you are capable of. 
A. amazing   B. amazed  C. challenging D. challenge 
10. The coach was ______ for the failure of the team. 
A. blamed   B. apologized C. accused  D. required 
11. If you understand a matter thoroughly, that means you understand it _______. 
A. hardly   B. hard  C. completely D. scarcely 
12. If Mr. Smith ________  this company, he would have made a lot of changes. 
A. had run B. is running C. ran D. runs 
13. I wish I _______ Bob the money; he spent it all gambling. 
A. didn’t lend  B. wouldn’t lend C. hadn’t lent  D. weren’t lending 
14.  If Bill Gates hadn’t invented Windows software, he________ a millionaire. 
A would have become   B. might not have become  
C. might not become   D. couldn’t become 
15. _________ you known he was a liar, would you have agreed to support him?  
A. If                                    B. Since                  C. Had                        D. Did  
16. Martha graduated ______ high school two years ago. 
A. from    B. with   C. in   D. at  
17. Remember to say goodbye ______ the interviewer before leaving the interview. 
A. with    B. at   C. for   D. to  
18. Sarah has never really _____ on with her sister. 
A. got     B. touched  C. said  D. smiled 
19. I am having a headache because I _______ the window open during last night. 
A. left     B. did   C. tried  D. continued 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 
20. – “We’re happy you invite us for dinner.”   – “______” 

A. That’s all right. B. That’s OK. C. My pleasure. D. What a mess! 
21. –  “______”       –  “Lucky you!” 

A. I'm off to Paris. B. I was busy all day. 
C. The test was really difficult. D. The weather last night was terrible. 

 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions. 
22. When being interviewed, you should concentrate on what the interviewer is asking you. 
A. pay attention to   B. object to        C. be related to     D. express interest to 
23. It was really scary to be in that place. 
A. amazing B. frightening         C. interesting          D. surprising. 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions.  
24. Schooling is compulsory for all children aged from 5 to 16. 
A. optional                  B. obliged                      C. forced    D. made 

     25. They have bought the building materials wholesale. 
     A. retail                         B. in large quantities          C. so many                D. of high quality 

 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following 
questions.  
26. We found the house easily because you gave us directions. 
A. If you hadn’t given us directions, we wouldn’t have found the house easily. 
B. If you gave us directions, we would find the house easily. 
C. If you give us directions, we will fiund the house easily. 
D. If you didn’t give us directions, we would have found the house easily. 
27. They spoke so softly that we couldn’t hear them.  
A. If  they hadn’t spoken softly, we could have heard them.  
B. If  they had spoken softly, we could have heard them.  
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C. If  they spoke softly, we could have heard them.  
D. If they hadn’t spoken softly, we couldn’t have heard them.  
28. I was drowning, but he saved me. 
A. If he hadn’t saved me, I’d have drowned.          B. I’d drown if he hadn’t saved me. 
C. Unless he saved me, I’d drown.              D. I’d have drowned unless he hadn’t saved me. 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the 
following sentences. 
29. He didn’t hurry, so he missed the plane. 
A. If he hurried, he wouldn’t miss the plane.                 
B. If he had hurried, he might catch the plane. 
C. If he had hurried, he could have caught the plane.       
D. He didn’t miss the plane because he hurried. 
30. “You have passed your exams. Congratulations!” said the teacher.    
A. The teacher congratulated you on passing their exams. 
B. The teacher congratulated you on passing my exams. 
C. The teacher congratulated me on having passed your exams. 
D. The teacher congratulated me on having passed my exams. 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered 
blanks from 31 to 35. 

Except for a few high school students (31)_______ continue with their studies in colleges or universities, 
more school-leavers experience their transition from school to work with a feeling of hope and worry. As for them, 
the end of school means the beginning of their (32)________ new life. They are eager for the first job because it will 
help them (33)________ a bit to their family budget, feel better about themselves and above all, give them desirable 
status of the worker. But they soon realize that they are ill-prepared for (34)_________. They know little about their 
future, work and have no idea of the task that involved in it. When the time to start work gets nearer, many of them 
begin to worry and build up some sorts of fearsome prospects in their minds. Thus, it is the (35)________ of the 
family, the school and the whole society to help school-leavers get over the obstacles, uncertainties and even 
disappointments they usually encounter when they start work. 
31. A. they  B. whose  C. who  D. whom 
32. A. tired  B. difficulty  C. independent D. bored 
33.  A. take  B. contribute  C. spend  D. force 
34.  A. employment B. unemployment C. employ  D. job 
35.  A. building B. information C. determination D. responsibility 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 40. 

You’ve just finished high school and you’ve got a place at university, but you’d really like a break from your 
studies. Why not think about taking a year out? While most students go straight from school to university, more and 
more young people today are choosing to spend a year at “the University of Life” first. There are lots of things to 
choose from. You could work in a bank or in a restaurant. You might even do something adventurous, such as 
joining an expedition to the Amazon rain forest. The experience will broaden your knowledge and teach you new 
skills. It may also give you the chance to earn money, which will be very helpful when you eventually start your 
studies. If you are interested in taking a year out, you must make sure that the university will hold your place for you 
till next year. Most are quite happy to do this, as they find that year-out students are more mature, confident and 
independent. But don’t forget it’s a year out, not a year off. Your university will want to know what you are going to 
do. They won’t be very pleased if you just want to do nothing for a year. So what would you do with a year out?  
36.  What is the passage about? 
A. A year off.                                                B. A year in the Amazon rain forest. 
C. A year at “the University of Life”.                     D. A year at university. 
37. Taking a year out helps students with some things, except _________. 
A. broadening their knowledge                            B. earning some money 
C. becoming more confident                                   D. having a certificate in English 
38.  When can students take a year out? 
A. Before they have just graduated from high school.   
B. After they have got a place at university. 
C. When they are tired of their studies.   
D. When their teachers have a year off. 
39.  After a year out, students often become __________. 
A. more mature and independent           B. taller, more mature and independent 
C. richer and healthier   D. more mature, confident and independent 
40.  The university where you have a place __________in a year out. 
A. helps you to find some work in a bank   
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B. isn’t interested in what you are going to do 
C. will want to know what you are going to do  
D. helps you to find some work in a restaurant 
 

 
UNIT 6 

 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 
pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Question 1: A. vacancy      B. aplicant  C. vacation    D. suitable 
Question 2: A. command                 B. compose             C. complain                         D. comment 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary 
stress in each of the following questions. 
Question 3: A. stressful                 B. formal  C. diverse   D. willing 
Question 4: A. impression                  B. salary  C. interview   D. company 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 
questions.                                

      Question 5: (A) The tickets that you (B) ordered  (C) they will be ( D) delivered tomorrow. 
  Question 6: He is (A) the man (B) that his novel (C) won the Pulitzer prize (D) last year. 
  Question 7: One (A) of the managers (B) who works for the company (C) has been (D) dismissed. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Question 8: I am so _______ that I cannot say anything, but keep silent.  
A. nerve   B. nervous  C. nervously    D. nervousness  
Question 9: A letter of _______ is sometimes really necessary for you in a job interview.  
A. recommend              B. recommended  C. recommender   D. recommendation 
Question 10: Her job was so _______ that she decided to quit it.  
A. interesting   B. satisfactory              C. stressful   D. wonderful  
Question 11: Qualifications and _______ are two most important factors that help you get a good job.  
A. politeness   B. experience             C. attention   D. impression  
Question 12: Ms. Young, to _______ many of her students are writing, is living happily and peacefully in Canada.  
A. who               B. whom  C. that    D. whose  
Question 13: I saw a lot of new people at the party, _______ seemed familiar.  
A. some of whom B. some of who  C. whom   D. some of that  
Question 14: My friend eventually decided to quit her job, _______ upset me a lot  
A. that    B. when   C. which  D. who  
Question 15: He is the man _______ car was stolen last week.  
A. whom   B. that   C. which   D. whose 
Question 16: I have just been called _______ a job interview. I am so nervous. 
A. for   B. in    C. over   D. with  
Question 17: What do I have to bring _______ me to the interview? 
A. with              B. upon   C. in    D. along  
Question 18: As a serious candidate, you want to ________ a good impression on everyone you meet. 
A. take   B. find   C. put   D. create 
Question 19: You should ________ a real effort to answer all the questions the interviewer asks. 
A. do   B. make   C. get  D. decide 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 
exchanges. 
Question 20: - A: “ How do you do?”  - B: “_________” 
          A. Thank you.                            B. How do you do? 
          C. Can I help you?     D. I do it very well. 
Question 21:  - Linda: “What kind of job would you like?”   - Mary: “_________.” 

 A. Anything to do with music                               B. Sorry, I don’t like it 

 C. Great, I’d love to                                    D. As soon as I could 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions. 
Question 22: During the interview, you should always show your best side and your keenness to work. 
A. special interest    B. thorough understanding                    
C. real efforts                                       D. good answers  
Question 23: Public attitudes towards marriage have shifted over the past fifty years.  
 A. changed   B. improved   C. expanded   D. emerged  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each 
of the following questions.  
People sometimes choose partners who compensate for their own shortcomings. 
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Question 24: A. strong points  B. different points  C. bad points  D. weak points 
      Question 25: They have bought the building materials wholesale. 

     A. retail                         B. in large quantities              C. so many     D. of high quality 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following 
questions.  
Question 26: The hostess made every effort to see that her guests got the food and drinks they wanted. 
A. The hostess tried hard to please her guests.  
B. Neither the guests nor the hostess had food or drinks.  
C. The guests refused the food and drinks prepared by the hostess.  
D. The hostess was reluctant to offer her guests food and drinks. 
Question 27: The staff’s polite and helpful attitude attracts a lot of big customers.  
A. The staff are polite and helpful, which attracts a lot of big customers. 
B. The staff are polite and helpful and they attract a lot of big customers.  
C. A large number of big customers attract the polite and helpful staff. 
D. Many important customers were attracted to the polite and helpful staff. 
Question 28: The fact that the police blocked off the road caused a traffic jam. 
A. The road that caused a traffic jam was blocked off by the police. 
B. The police blocked off a traffic jam on the road. 
C. The police blocked off the road because it caused a traffic jam. 
D. The police blocked off the road, which caused a traffic jam.  
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the 
following sentences. 
Question 29: Mr. Brown is a professor. He graduated from Harvard University. 

A. Mr. Brown is a professor at Harvard University. 
B. Mr. Brown quit Harvard University to become a professor. 
C. Mr. Brown graduated from Harvard University because he was a professor. 
D. Mr. Brown, who graduated from Harvard University, is a professor. 

Question 30: I am very interested in the book. You lent me the book last week.. 
A. That you lent me the book last week interests me a lot. 
B. It is the most interesting book that I have ever read. 
C. What interests me is that you lent me the book last week. 
D. The book that you lent me last week interests me a lot. 

 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered 
blanks from 31 to 35. 
 

BECOMING A NURSE: THE INTERVIEW 
The reality of an interview is never as bad as your fears. For some reason people imagine the interviewer is 

going to jump on every tiny mistake they (31) _______  . In truth, the interviewer is as (32) _______  for the meeting 
to go as well as you are. It is what makes his or her job enjoyable. 

The secret of a good interview is preparing for it. What you wear is always important as it creates the first (33) 
_______, so dress neatly, but comfortably. Make sure that you can deal with anything you are (34) _______  . 
Prepare for some questions that are certain to come up, for example: Why do you want to become a nurse? What is 
the most important quality a good nurse should have? Apart from nursing, what other careers have you considered? 

Try to answer the questions fully and precisely, but remember that you shouldn't learn all your questions off by 
heart. The interviewer wants to meet a human (35) _______, not a robot. The more you relax and are yourself, the 
more likely you are to succeed. 
Question 31: A. perform    B. do  C. make         D. have 
Question 32: A. keen   B. wanting  C. interested        D. delighted 
Question 33: A. affection    B. attention  C. requirement        D. impression 
Question 34: A. requested  B. questioned  C. enquired        D. asked 
Question 35: A. character  B. being  C. somebody        D. nature 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from 35 to 40. 

I know that it is my job to make sure that everything goes well for the tourists and I feel I work hard for the 
company. I cannot be blamed for last week. I met the group at the airport and took them to the coach. The coach 
driver was a bit annoyed because the flight was late. But it wasn't far to the hotel and everyone was looking forward 
to their dinner. We hadn't used the Hotel Riviera before but our normal one had a conference in it so it was fully 
booked. When I announced our arrival at the reception desk, they said they were full. I had booked rooms for the 
group but the manager said they were cancelled by phone a few days before. He insisted that he recognized my 
voice and that I had made the phone call. We had a bit of argument but they obviously didn't have enough rooms. 
In the end, the manager phoned other hotels in the town and found rooms for everyone but in four different hotels. 
By this time, the coach had gone, so we had to get taxis and some of the tourists started to get very angry with me. 
I still don't know who made that phone call but it definitely wasn't me.... 
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Question 36:  What is the writer trying to do? 
 A. argue  B. apologize  C. explain  D. complain 
Question 37:  Who was the text written to? 
 A. one of the tourists  B. the writer's employer 
 C. the hotel manager  D. the coach company 
Question 38:  Why weren't any rooms available at the Hotel Riviera? 
 A. A conference was taking place there. 
 B. Someone had forgotten to book them. 
 C. There were more people in the group than expected. 
 D. Someone had said they were not needed. 
Question 39:  What happened in the end? 
 A. The tourists got angry with the hotel manager. 
 B. The tourists couldn't stay together. 
 C. The writer found other hotels with rooms. 
 D. The writer called the coach driver back. 
Question 40:  Which of the following diaries was written by one of the tourists? 

 A. Someone had made a mistake with our hotel booking and the hotel had given our rooms to other people. 
 B. The hotel we were taken to wasn't good enough so we asked to change to a different one. 
 C. We got to the airport and had to wait for the coach. So, it was really late when we got to the hotel. 
 D. The coach driver and the tour guide took us to the wrong hotel and they didn't apologize to us. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
REVISION: UNIT 8 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others. 
1. A. corporation B. population C. question D. invention 
2. A. factory B. other C. some D. wonderful 
Choose the word with the different stress pattern 
3. A. powerful B. dangerous C. optimist D. efficient 
4. A. famine B. southern C. easy D. secure 
   Choose the underlined part (A, B, C or d) in each sentence which needs correcting. 
5. (A) In the early days women (B)  were seen as wives (C) who were intended to cook, clean, and (D) take care the 
kids. 
6. The teacher (A) whom book I (B) have said (C) that I (D) could keep it. 
Choose the best part (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence. 
7. Constant _______ of attack makes everyday life dangerous here. 
A. threat            B. threaten          C. threatening           D. threateningly  
8. No one can predict the future exactly. Things may happen _______. 
A. expected          B. unexpected        C. expectedly         D. unexpectedly 
9. An economic _______ is a time when there is very little economic activity, which causes a lot of unemployment 
and poverty. 
A. improvement          B. depression         C. development         D. mission 
10. Someone who is _______ is hopeful about the future or the success of something in particular. 
A. powerful          B. optimistic           C. stagnant        D. pessimistic 
11. Due to industrialization, we have to cope _______ the fact that many species are _______ danger _______ 
extinction. 
A. over/ at/ for              B. at/ upon/ over         C. for/ on/ with         D. with/ in/ of 
12. They were …….. a place …….. no trees, but there were birds and animals ……… food. 
A. in/with/for B. in/of/to C. on/with/for D. on/of/for 
13. By the year 2010, many people currently employed ………. their jobs. 
A. have lost B. will have lost C. will be losing D. are losing 
14. The old man and his two dogs ……… my house yesterday made a lot of noise. 
A. passed B. who passed C. which passed D. that passed 
15. Our children are very polite …….. adults, but they argue …… their playmates all the times. 
A. to/for B. of/to C. with/with D. to/with 
16. Personally I don’t agree …….. fox hunting, although I know that you approve ……. it. 
A. to/for B. on/in C. with/of D. to/of 
17. The use of ……… devices in homes, offices, and in factories added to the amount of leisure time we had. 
A. labour-saving B. hi-tech C. hand-held D. sophisticated 
18. Many of the jobs which have been created in this area can be directly ……… to tourism. 
A. supported B. dedicated C. contributed D. attributed 
19. - Peter: “How much do you earn, John?” – John” I’d …………” 
A. prefer not say B. better not to say C. rather not say D. rather don’t say 
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20. – Margaret:”Could you open the window, please?” – Henry:”…………..” 
A. I am, of course B. With pleasure C. I feel sorry D. Yes, I can 
21. Computers are bound to have a huge influence ……. various aspects ……. our lives 
A. on/in B. in/of C. of/to D. on/of 
Choose (A,B C or D) that indicates the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following sentences. 
22. She's not very optimistic about the outcome of the talks. 
A. positive B. pessimistic C. worried D. happy 
23. During the recession, many small companies were eradicated .                               
A. run on B, taken over C. wiped out  D. set up 
Choose (A, B, C or D) that indicates the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of 
the following sentences. 
24. We are now taking a more optimistic view. 
A. different B. conflicting C. opposing D. pessimistic 
25. He mentioned in particular electronics, his major at university. 
A. on whole B. as all C. in all D. in general 
26. I would tell you what the world will be like in the future if I knew. 
A. When I know what the world will be like in the future, I will tell you. 
B. I knew what the world will be like in the future and I told you. 
C. I don’t know what the world will be like in the future but I will tell you. 
D. I don’t know what the world will be like in the future, so I can’t tell you. 
27. Thanks to the inventions of labour-saving devices, domestic chores will no longer be a burden. 
A. Labour-saving devices were invented will make domestic chores no longer be a burden. 
B. Thanks to labour-saving devices were invented, domestic chores will not be a burden. 
C. With the help of labour-saving devices invented, domestic chores will no longer be a burden. 
D. The invention of labour-saving devices helps domestic chore no longer be a burden. 
28. The security of the earth will be threatened by terrorism as terrorist groups will become more dangerous. 
A. The fact that terrorist groups will become more dangerous will threaten the security of the earth. 
B. When the terrorist groups become more dangerous, the earth will be threatened. 
C. The terrorist groups will threaten security of the earth more because they are more and more dangerous. 
D. The security of the earth will be threatened because the danger of the terrorist groups. 
From the words or phrases A,B, C or D, choose the one that best completes the sentences. 
29. ………………, his television would not be so loud. 
A. If Rafael studied B. Unless Rafael was studying 
C. Had Rafael being studied D. Were Rafael studying 
30. Jack told me that ……………………… 
A. someone called me around ten-thirty 
B. someone had called me around ten-thirty 
C. someone would have called me around ten-thirty 
D. someone was calling me around ten-thirty 
Choose the word or phrase A, B, C or D that best fits the blank space in the following passage 

Technology is the application of knowledge to production. Thanks to modern technology, we have been 
able to increase greatly the (31) ……… of our work force. New machines and new methods have helped (32) 
……… time and expense while increasing overall output. This has meant more production and a higher (33) …….. 
of living. For most of us, modern technology is thought of as the reason (34) ……….we can have cars and 
television sets. (35) ……….., technology has also increased the amount of food available to us, by means of 
modern farming machinery and animal breeding techniques and has extended our life span via medical technology. 
31. A. effect B. effective C. efficiency D. efficient 
32. A. save for B. take on C. get out D. cut down 
33. A. standard B. way C. scale D. pace 
34. A. which B. that C. why D. when 
35. A. Therefore B. However C. Moreover D. Otherwise 
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answers for the questions below 
 Are there intelligent beings on other planets in our solar system? Most scientists don’t think so. If there is, 
the only likely place in mars. 
 It is fun to imagine human beings on other planets, but they would probably look so different that we might 
not recognize them as people at all. Living things have a wonderful way of adapting themselves to conditions 
around them in order to stay alive. Plants grom in the Arctic. Some simple animals can survive being boiled or 
frozen. Creatures can live in the blackest depths of the sea under thousands of tons of pressure. 
 We can really say that our kind of air is the only kind living things could breather or that they must have 
water of certain climate. Creatures that breathed other gases or lived in temperatures that would kill earthmen, 
however, certainly wouldn’t look like us. 
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 Are there people anywhere else in the universe? Maybe there are. In our own galaxy, there are millions of 
stars. Some must have planets with conditions like those on earth.  
 
Somewhere in space there could be other thinking beings. If there planets are older, they may know more than we 
do. They may be travelling in space. 
36. Most scientists don’t think that ………………… 
A.  Mars is a planet. 
B. there is Mars. 
C. men is intelligent 
D. there is man on other planets in our solar system  
37. Scientists think that any intelligent beings on other planets to our solar system would 
………………………………….. 
A. live under thousands of tons of pressure. 
B. be very different from us. 
C. already be travelling in space/ 
D. have adapted themselves to conditions better than we have done. 
38. Our kind of air ………………………. 
A. is the only air in the world. 
B. is not likely the only kind living things could breathe. 
C. consists of water and certain climate. 
D. is of gases and temperatures. 
39. “Galaxy” means …………… 
A. the world of movies B. the other worlds 
C. the outer space D. a film 
40. “They” in “They must be travelling in space” (paragraph 4) refers to ………………… 
A. planets B. conditions 
C. billions of stars D. other thinking beings 
 
 
 
 
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


